MDES
2015

1 ST YEAR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

2 ND YEAR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

3 RD YEAR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

1 ST YEAR
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

2 ND YEAR
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

diplôme
de design

Admission to the Master’s in design (MD es) programs based on file and portfolio,
after completion of a Bachelor’s degree in Design or equivalent
SPATIAL DESIGN

DOUBLE DEGREE
MASTER IN BUSINESS

NEW EATING HABITS
FOOD DESIGN

GRAPHIC DESIGN

ADMINISTRATION

in partnership with
the Business Administration
Institute of Nantes

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
MUTATIONS OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

INTERACTION DESIGN
Bachelor*
PRODUCT DESIGN

DOUBLE DEGREE
MASTER IN VIRTUAL
REALITY ENGINEERING
AND INNOVATION
in partnership with Arts et
Métiers ParisTech Angers

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
URBAN DESIGN
DIGITAL CULTURE – READI DESIGN LAB
INFORMATION DESIGN

DOUBLE DEGREE
D.U. DESSiiN
(University degree
in interactive
services Design,
innovative objects
& tangible

DIGITAL CULTURE – READI DESIGN LAB
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN / TANGIBLE INTERFACES
1 st YEAR
FOUNDATION STUDIES

Admission based on file, portfolio
and interview, after completion of 2 years
of undergraduate studies in design.
CEFR B2 in English recommended

VOCATIONAL TRAININg
IN DIGITAL GRAPHIC DESIGN
VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS
AT UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

VOCATIONAL TRAININg
IN SPACTIAL DESIGN
VOCATIONAL TRAININg
IN PRODUCT DESIGN
VOCATIONAL TRAININg
IN WOOD BUILDING SYSTEMS
VOCATIONAL TRAININg IN CABINET MAKING

DIGITAL CULTURE – READI DESIGN LAB
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN / DESIGN & VIRTUAL REALITY

INTERNATIONAL CLASS
(3 RD YEAR EQUIVALENT)

care
HEALTH & SOCIAL INNOVATION

PREPARATORY PROGRAM
TO POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

TRANSCULTURAL DESIGN
China studio

Admissions based on file and portfolio,
after completion of 3 years of undergraduate
studies in design.
CEFR B2 in French required

interfaces)
in partnership with Polytech/
University of Nantes and
Télécom Bretagne.

care
sustainable Innovation

TRANSCULTURAL DESIGN
India studio

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES IN aPPRENTICESHIP

DESIGN, MATERIALS
AND MODELLING

DESIGN AND INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING DEGREE
IN WOOD TECHNOLOGY

Admission after a Bachelor’s degree in design or equivalent,
subject to signing an apprenticeship contract. CEFR B2 French required

Key
Full-time programs
Vocational programs
	Program taught
in French / English
Gateways between the programs

* Certificate of European Bachelor studies, awarded following the completion
of 180 ECTS credits and a minimum level of 700 points at the TOEIC test.

Degree
Admission requirements

MDes by L’École de design

MDes by L’École de design :
Why choose one of our programs?

The MDes programs are the educational component
of our innovation and design centers.

Completing a Master’s degree program
at L’École de design means:
• Obtaining a nationally-recognized qualification*;
• The possibility of following a MD es program
in English or French;
• A strong grounding in the professional world through
the innovation and design centers and their corporate
partnerships, access to an alumni network, and
participation in international design competitions;
• A gateway to the world of research thanks
to the centers’ research component: the Design Labs;
• The possibility of obtaining a double degree
in management or engineering;
• The guarantee of specializing in an innovation based
sector and gaining the management skills required
to begin a successful career as a young designer.

Their purpose is to examine the role of designers and
the solutions they can provide to the world of business
and research to help overcome the challenges of our
modern societies.
Programs taught in English

Sustainable Cities / Mutations of the Built
Environment: Design of housing, public spaces
and business premises
Digital Culture / Information Design: Graphic
representation, transmission of knowledge
and new information services
Digital Culture / UX Design option Tangible
Interfaces: New interfaces, new interactive
experiments and connected environments
Care / Sustainable Innovation: Renewable energy,
lighting, building, sports and recreation equipment,
and recycling
Transcultural Design / China Studio: Design
practices and design of products and services
in the Chinese context
Transcultural Design / India Studio: Design practices
and design of products and services in the Indian context
Programs taught in French

* Master level degree certified by the French Ministry
of Higher Education and Research.

New Eating Habits / Food Design: Evolution
of the food system in modern societies
Digital Culture / User Experience Design
option Design & Virtual Reality: Experimenting
new services and applications in virtual reality
and augmented reality
Specialized programs
with a cross-disciplinary
and innovation-based approach

The Master in Design (MD es) programs
are open to students holding a Bachelor’s Degree
in design or equivalent in any of the following fields:
Spatial design, Product design, Industrial design,
Graphic design and Interaction design.

A truly international program

Each academic year, the International Class
welcomes French students and foreign students
of different nationalities. Both French and foreign
students follow cross -disciplinary design courses
for a semester or a full year. The full course
is equivalent to the third and last year of Bachelor
level studies.
Students from all over the world who have
completed a minimum of two years in spatial, interior,
product, visual communications or graphic design
are eligible to apply (see admission requirements
for more information).
All classes and workshops are conducted in English.
Therefore, a basic command of this language
is recommended.

Professional integration of 2013 alumni
a year after graduation

This undergraduate program is the perfect gateway
to later join one of our MDes programs.

87%

A unique approach

of graduates are working
as designers.

30% of graduates began
their professional life with
an international career.

3/4

of graduates from China Studio
or India Studio began their professional life
with an international career.

Sustainable Cities / Urban Design: Evolution
of public spaces, mobility and urban services
Care / Health & Social Innovation: Health,
quality of life, and collective identity

The International Class :
Bachelor studies
in English (3rd year level)

Preparatory program
to postgraduate studies
The Preparatory program to postgraduate studies
is specifically tailored for French-speaking foreign
students who wish to reinforce their knowledge
of design before joining one of our MDes programs.
This program is divided in two phases: after having
completed one semester of intensive French classes
at the University of Nantes, students join in L’École
de design Nantes Atlantique for an adaptation to the
French design culture and an opening to different
design forms.
For more information about the admissions,
please refer to our website.

Students are organized into one of three project
groups: “Industrial Products” for industrial
and product design students, “Brand Design”
for product design and graphic design students
and “Global Design” for spatial design, interior design
or product design students.
• Industrial Products: a design approach
that focuses on creating products and services
centered on the user, his environment and his
expectations.
• Brand Design: it is essential to consider
brand values when designing communication tools,
a new generation of products, a packaging range
or an exhibition stand. The role of the designer
is to bring out the codes and the brand values
throughout the production process by researching
the formal or graphic vocabulary, materials
and mediums which best represent the brand.
The designer also has to take into account
user experience in terms of brand, competition
and involved technology.
• Global Design: this project group explores
the relationships between the services resulting
from all new human activities (commercial
and non commercial) and the buildings, interior
and exterior spaces that define the environment
of these activities and the objects that result
from them.

Studying
in Nantes
Because of its size and permanent activity,
Nantes is regularly voted one of France
and Europe’s best cities to live in.
It has become the economic capital of western
France, thanks to an international airport,
about twenty daily trains connecting it to Paris
in two hours and an exceptional living environment
on the banks of the Loire estuary, in the heart
of the Val-de-Loire region, halfway between
the Erdre river and the Atlantic Ocean beaches.
Nantes has a buoyant cultural life: with
museums, opera, theaters and music venues,
it has a reputation for being a young
and vibrant city. It is not surprising therefore
that the city attracts more foreign students
than any other French city.
The metropolis is a model area for its air quality
and green spaces and its efforts have been
duly rewarded: Nantes was elected as the
“European Green capital 2013” by the European
Commission for providing sustainable solutions
to urban problems.
Enjoy all the attractions of a big city in the comfort
of a human-sized city.
More information about the city:
http://www.nantes-just-imagine.com/en/
Preparing your stay

Living abroad is a fantastic experience and
the best way to guarantee its success is to prepare
your stay beforehand.
Campus France, the French national agency
for the promotion of higher education, international
student services, and international mobility gathers
on its website a wide range of useful information
for foreign students from housing to visa process,
working and daily life.
It has about 200 offices all over the world
with agents dedicated to inform international
students on studies and life in France.
Campus France’s website:
http://www.campusfrance.org/en
Campus France has also developped a grant search
engine called Campusbourses that lists more
than 700 scholarships programs around the world.
Campusbourses:
http://bourses.campusfrance.org

MDes : Course outline
The master’s course programs are completed
over two years, divided into 4 semesters
and following the same framework.

Semester 4 : Internship

Four to six month internship within a company
as a junior designer.

Semester 1 : Integration,
internship or exchange

Double degrees

For students who did not carry out their
undergraduate studies at L’École de design:

During their fifth year students can prepare
a double degree to improve certain skills.

Integration semester
• Adaptation to the new cultural and study
environment
• Workshops and seminars in methodology
and creativity
• Project management
• Marketing and foreign languages

Master’s Degree in Business Administration,
delivered by the Business Administration
Institute of the University of Nantes.
Open to all the MDes programs taught in France
(except the MDes UX Design option Design
& Virtual Reality).

Students having completed their undergraduate
studies at L’École de design:
Academic exchange…
• Choice among 70 agreements all over the world
to study design in another context and spend
one semester abroad
…or internship abroad
• The possibility of a first professional experience
abroad, as as junior designer
Students enrolled in the Transcultural
Design program:
• Orientation seminar to introduce the notion
of anthropology and help the students understand
better and adapt to new cultural contexts;
• Internship in Asia in a local or international company.
Semester 2 :
TOPIC-related Projects

• Management of complex design projects
and understanding the social, economic
and cultural aspects of the chosen program
• Preparation of the final degree project
• Workshop, lectures, conferences and projects
in partnership with industries and related
to the chosen program
• Initiation to research and innovation
• Participation in a design competition
• General tools for project management:
law, accounting, management
Semester 3 :
Final degree Project

Continuation and finalization of the final degree project
in collaboration with a company and/or a research
laboratory and through workshops with design
consultants or external contributors, if necessary.

D.U. DESSiiN , a university degree
dedicated to connected objects delivered
by the University of Nantes, open to students
of the MDes UX Design / Tangible Interfaces.

Master’s Degree in Virtual Reality Engineering
and Innovation delivered by Arts et Métiers
ParisTech Angers. Mandatory to the students
of the MDes UX Design / Design & Virtual Reality.
All the programs taught by the partner institutions
included in double degrees are taught in French.

DIGITAL CULTURE

Quentin Villeret / Flag / Local weather information

DIGITAL CULTURE

Top: Simon Bertrand, Corentin Fatus et Vincent Lorant / Overflown / Mixed reality playful device /
Awarded Virtual Fantasy 2014 (Laval Virtual)
Bottom: Juliette Neveu / Twist:id / Tangible password keeper

SUSTAINABLE CITIES

Top: Arthur Ripoche / Diversify the uses of an existing bridge to contemplate the Loire river
Bottom: Mélanie Simonin / Au fil des repères / The experience of separation

NEW EATING HABITS

Juliette Bretéché / Restaurant «  Le Quatre et demi  » /
Compensate the loss of taste and smell by stimulating other senses

CARE

Top: Patrice Mouillé / Vertuo / Urban worm composter in enamelled stoneware
Bottom: Fabien Proust / Naja / Glucose control wristband for diabetic teenagers

CHINA STUDIO

Top: Alizée Lambert / Qing che / Propose a new purchasing experience of Baijiu /
Special award Maison & Objet 2015
Bottom: Myriam Moisan / Trust in hospital / Signage system for Chinese hospitals

INDIA STUDIO

Top: Noëlline Demeilliers / Your periods are beautiful / Overcome the taboo of menstruation in India
Bottom: Céline Coutard / Lalan / Kit made up of 4 products that help newborns to keep
their temperature under control in rural India / Étoile de l’Observeur du design Award 2014

international class

Alexandre Larnac and Laura Mitchell / Hoalen Surfwear & Products /
Remember your experiences with Hoalen Stamping Station

Digital Culture

tangible Interfaces

Head of program
Grégoire Cliquet, Director of the READ i Design Lab
(applied experimental research and interaction
design laboratory)

Possibility of a double degree with the D.U. DESS iiN ,
a university degree dedicated to connected objects
delivered by the University of Nantes, open to students
of the MD es UX Design / Tangible Interfaces.

Educational coordinator
Arnaud Le Roi

Mentor Designer
Bruno Houssin

MDes
Information Design

Mentor Designer
Matthias Rischewski
The Information Design program explores
the emerging challenges that exponential production
of data presents us with, from graphic representation
to the conceptualization of innovative services
based on data, information and knowledge.
Placed at the crossroads of information visualization
and service design, this program is aimed at designers
trained in graphic design or interaction design.
Areas of application
Strategic monitoring, knowledge engineering,
data-journalism, creation of innovative services.
A few of our partners
Capa, Dictanova, Conseil Général de la Loire-Atlantique,
Libertic, Ouest Média Lab, Télécom Bretagne,
Terra Eco, Visualizing.org.
Prerequisites
Three years of undergraduate studies in interaction
or graphic design.
Language
Program taught in English
MDes
User Experience Design

The User Experience (UX) Design program
trains designers specialized in the development
of user-centered digital services. It is based
on a common core curriculum with two possible
subject options: Tangible Interfaces,
and Design & Virtual Reality.
A few of our partners
Alcatel Lucent / Bell Labs, Arts et Métiers Angers-Laval
(ENSAM )/ Laboratory Presence and Innovation
(member of the Design&Emotion Research Group),
Ashtech, Bodet, Clarté, Dassault Systèmes, Immersion,
IRT BCOM , La Cantine numérique (Nantes) / Atlantic 2.0 ,
Orange Labs, PSA , Pôle Images et Réseaux, SAMOA /
Quartier de la Création, Stéréolux, Télécom Bretagne
(Computer Systems and Network Engineering), Touchlab,
Trempolino, University of Nantes – Polytech, Wiztivi.

As information technology is becoming
increasingly popular and keeps expanding over
our material environment, the ways human beings
interact with information systems reach way
beyond the oppositions between real and virtual,
hardware and software. In a world where connected
devices are omnipresent, the wide range
of available uses pushes designers to invent new
interface scenarios to make sure “ambient computing”
produces user-centered technologies.
Areas of application
Gaming applications, toys, games, work equipment,
mobile services, pervasive computing, research
on multisensory interfaces, collaborative / interactive
work, etc.
Language
Program taught in English
Design & Virtual Reality

Double degree with the Master’s Degree in Virtual
Reality Engineering and Innovation delivered by Arts
et Métiers ParisTech Angers.
Educational coordinator
Arnaud Le Roi
The ongoing evolution of knowledge and new
technologies opens up extensive fields of action for
experimenting new services and applications in virtual
reality and augmented reality.
Prerequisites
Three years of undergraduate studies in interaction
design.
Areas of application
Innovative design tools, applications for therapeutic
use, gaming products, all services and applications
offering new ways of interacting and representational
systems in a three-dimensional environment.
Language
Program taught in French

Sustainable Cities
Head of program
Florent Orsoni, Director of the Sustainable Cities
Design Lab
Educational Coordinator: Christine Vignaud
MDes Mutations
of the Built Environment

Mentor Designer
Giulia Sola
Due to the current evolution in urban lifestyles, it has
become evident that we need to build a “sustainable
city”, bringing about a transformation in the design of
housing, public spaces and business premises.
At the intersection of environmental, economic and
social issues, the designers, with their in-depth
knowledge of practical uses, are now the central
figures in the implementation of 21st century cities.
From the environment to furniture, from information
technology to visual identity, all the various design
professions are involved in this transformation of our
built environment.
The program includes courses like project
management (territorial contexts and issues,
social issues related to the sustainable city, identity...)
and design techniques focusing on the user (civic
participation, representations, user-centered design /
design for all, regulations, eco-design...).
Areas of application
Working space, housing environment, public space,
spatial design for event management, furniture,
signage, scenography and new urban services.
A few of our partners
AURAN (Nantes Metropole Urbanism Agency),
Bouygues Immobilier Group, CETE (Centre for
Technical Studies of Public Equipment), City of Nantes,
Conseil Général des Pays de la Loire, DREAL Pays
de la Loire (Pays de la Loire Regional Directorate
for the Environment, Development and Housing),
DUFISOL , Ecology, Sustainable Development,
Transport & Accomodation Ministry, Nantes Habitat,
INNOVATHEQUE (center of innovative design
material research), Institute for Human Centered
Design, Ministry of Culture and Communication,
Nantes Metrople, SAMOA (West Atlantic Adjustments
Company), STX France SA , Tarkett, Urbaccess fair.
Language
Program taught in English

MDes
Urban Design

Cities are rapidly changing: new means
of travel, new products and new forms of energy
are emerging; the automobile is being called
into question; multimodal transport is developing;
and we are now starting to imagine cities
without cars. Urban mobility will never be
the same again. New services emerge,
new needs arise, the city is redesigned, living spaces
are transformed, and habits change.
This MDes offers two research groups:
Mobility & Services and Public Spaces.
Areas of application
Equipments and vehicles carrying goods and people,
mobility assistance services and alternative travel
means, mobile information systems, infrastructure
improve ments and circulation areas, urban furnitures,
responsive architecture.
A few of our partners
Arts et Métiers Angers, Banque Populaire Atlantique,
City of Nantes, ESTACA (engineering school
specializing in transport) ESSCA Angers,
French Committee for the Environment and
Sustainable Development (Comité 21), ISMANS ,
Keolis, Lippi, Nantes social housing agency,
National School of Architecture of Nantes, Oatmeal,
TAN (Nantes public transportation company),
the Port of Nantes-Saint Nazaire.
Language
Program taught in French

CARE
Head of program
Gaël Guilloux, Director of Care Design Lab
Educational Coordinator: Jérôme Héno
MDes
Sustainable Innovation

Mentor Designer
Ben Walker
Life expectancy is increasing, social ties
are crumbling away, we face disasters, poverty,
pollution, overcrowding… Many great challenges
are looming over our modern-day societies.
Design must strive to provide collectively
thought-up and responsible answers to these
emerging issues, by making use of its global
and systemic vision of the world.
The issues and themes include professional
insertion, work conditions, safety, well-being, health
and eco-design.
Areas of application
New sustainable and economic models,
green energies, building facilities: water heater,
flooring, furnitures, sports and recreation facilities,
public lighting, waste collection, etc.
A few of our partners
Armor Group, Chamber of Commerce and Industry
of Maine et Loire, Cluster West, CRCI Pays
de la Loire, Groupe Atlantique, Insula, Linak, Nexity,
Nova Child, Pays de la Loire Region, Système U ,
Trait d’Union.
Language
Program taught in English
MDes
Health & Social Innovation

Mentor Designer
Mikaël Le Tohic
The MDes Health & Social Innovation aims
to identify and experience how product design,
service design, graphic design, space design
and interactive design can bring a better
understanding of user groups such as children
or the elderly, in order to offer solutions to improve
their daily life and social conditions.
Students are led to research, manage data,
display it, extract emergent themes and patterns
in order to identify the problems of targeted
population groups, and then to develop a product
or a service that will have a real impact on
people’s life.
The issues and themes include health between
prevention and care, quality of life of a given group
of population, mediation, collective identity etc.

Areas of application
Medical equipments, games and educational toys,
equipments for the elderly, adjustments in the hospital
context, arrangements of spaces dedicated to
specific populations: signage, space design, furniture,
products...
A few of our partners

CCI Maine et Loire, Centich (appartement expérimental
seniors), CRCI Pays de la Loire, French Hospital
Federation (FHF ), Gérontopôle Pays-de-la-Loire

(research center for aging population), Le confluent
(private hospital group), Novachild, Phoenix séniors,
Région Pays de la Loire, Tarkett.
Language
Program taught in French

New Eating Habits
Head of program
Benoît Millet, Director of the New Eating Habits
Design Lab
MDes
Food Design

Public health challenges, as well as high geopolitical
and environmental stakes, are leading to an evolution
in contemporary eating habits. Reconciling well-being,
pleasure and appeal with the demands of responsible
mass-production and the ever-diversifying dietary
practices requires an in-depth exploration
of food systems, including production, distribution,
preparation and tasting.
The Food Design master program offers
a multidisciplinary approach of innovation through
design oriented towards the users and the identity.
The pedagogy takes place within the New Eating
Habits Design Lab, an innovation center developing
projects with industrial partners and making
experiments.
The program offers two research groups:
Prospective & Innovation and Brand & Retail.
Areas of application
Food transformation and preparation,
packaging and food outlets, distribution, branding
and communication.
A few of our partners
ADRIA Normandie Technical Food Industry Institute,
Bongrain, Cap-Aliment, Carrefour, Charal, Fleury-Michon,
Food’Innov, Ligépack, Nova Child, Oniris (National
Veterinary School), Pomona, PONAN , Routhiau, Seb,
Sodebo, Terraillon, Valorial, University of Nantes.
Language
Program taught in French

Transcultural
Design
In the current context of globalization, understanding
other cultures and other value systems is a major
asset for every designer. The Transcultural Design
Asia Studio offers a tremendous opportunity
for design students from all over the world to discover
and comprehend Chinese and Indian cultures.
These MD es programs encourage the exploration
and acceptance of different cultures within an applied,
interdisciplinary context.
MDes
Transcultural Design / China studio

In partnership with the University of Shanghai
Director China Studio
Aude Hazard
Head of program
Mathieu Bernard

The thriving metropolis of Shanghai needs
no introduction: famous worldwide for its bustling
business and cultural life, it is a major global center
for technology, finance, transport, media, fashion…
and of course, design. Home to numerous design
studios and multinational companies, Shanghai
is without a doubt the design mecca of Asia.
The city also offers an exhilarating cultural and
social scene.
A few of our partners
Alliance Française, Asentio Design, Atelier Forever,
Autodesk, CCI France, City of Shanghai,
Creativoo, D’sign Factory, Dedo Design,
GE Healthcare, Goodbaby, Haier, Hisense, HP ,
Johnson Controls, Kenwood, Kohler, Mooma,
Naço Design, Naço Shanghai, Octopus Innovation,
Pega (Groupe Asus), SEB / SUPOR ,
University of Shanghai, Vep Design.
Language
Program taught in English

MDes
Transcultural Design / India studio

In partnership with The Design Village, Delhi
Head of Program
Kshitiz Anand

As one of the fastest developing countries
in the world, where fine traditional craftsmanship
and state-of-the-arts technology intermingle,
India offers exciting prospects for designers
from all fields.
L’École de design’s program in Delhi provides
a unique opportunity to its students to specialize
in Social Innovation and Design Thinking
in the context of a city as innovative as representative
of development challenges and weaknesses.
In this program, young designers can learn
how to use design for positive social impact
on humans and businesses and to better understand
the global perspective on design.
A few of our partners
Bande Apart, Bang Design, Decathlon,
Design Factory India, EFD Induction, Embrace,
Idiom, Kenwood, Lumiplan, Poorna Kaksha,
Restore, Samsung, Solutions, Studio ABD , Studio J ,
The Design Village, TYCKA .
Language
Program taught in English

Admissions
How to apply

Applications via website only:
www.lecolededesign.com
Application fees
You will be required to pay a non-refundable
registration fee of € 50 to cover the administrative
costs of your admission process.
Applications calendar
Online applications from November 17, 2014 to:
• June 24, 2015 for the International Class,
• July 17, 2015 for the MDes.
Tuition fees
6 900 € per year
Selection process
for the International Class

After filling out your online form, you will have
to send us your full application file, which contains
the following documents:
• A cover letter (letter of intent);
• An application form printable from our
application website;
• A résumé (CV );
• A portfolio (preferably uploaded directly via your
application webpage);
• An official document stating your English
proficiency if you are not a native English-speaker
(in the absence of such a document,
we will contact you for an oral assessment
by telephone or Skype);
• Copies of your degrees and certificates;
• Copies of your transcripts showing the courses
followed, your grades, and credits accumulated;
• One or two recommendation letters from
professors or professionals.
All these documents must either be written
in English or in French, or translated into
one of these languages. A certified translation
is recommended for the degrees.
Once your file has been received
and your prerequisites have been validated,
you will be invited for an interview by
an admissions jury. If you do not reside in France,
this interview may be carried out by telephone
or Skype.

Selection process
for the MDes

• A cover letter (letter of intent exposing your motivations

to follow the course and your intended career path);
• An application form printable from our
application website;
• A résumé (CV );
• A portfolio (preferably uploaded via
the applications page);
• An official document stating your English
proficiency if you are not a native English-speaker,
or any proof of your French proficiency, if you
are applying for a program taught in this language
(in the absence of such a document, we will
contact you for an oral assessment by telephone
or Skype);
• Copies of your degrees and certificates;
• Copy of your school records from your last
studies in design;
• One or two letters of recommendation from
professors or professionals.
Your application being only based on
your file (there is no interview), your portfolio
is an essential asset.
Student Visas

Final admission will only take effect when
the necessary visa is obtained, if applicable.
We provide all the necessary documents for
the visa, but it is the student’s responsibility
to apply for the visa.
We advise you to contact the French embassy
or the CampusFrance service of your country
for further information.
Contact

admissions@lecolededesign.com
[t] +33 2 51 13 50 70
www.lecolededesign.com/mdes
www.lecolededesign.com/internationalclass
en.lecolededesign.com
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A prestigious design school
Recognized by the State, L’École de design Nantes Atlantique grants a Master’s level
degree (MDes) certified by the French Ministry of Higher Education and Research,
as well as various undergraduate degrees. The school is also a member of the prestigious
French association Conférence des Grandes Écoles.
A professional school
The school has established partnerships with companies in numerous ways:
internships, apprenticeships, projects conducted in collaboration with industrial partners,
practical studies on corporate design, symposiums enabling designers and companies
to meet and share ideas… Moreover, the internship during the last semester
of the MDes provides job opportunities to new graduates.
An international school
L’École de design is a member of the Cumulus network, an international association
which gathers 211 colleges and universities of art, design and media from 48 countries.
The undergraduate 3rd-year level International Class, entirely taught in English,
is open to students from all over the world, either in an exchange program
or as degree-seeking students. The MDes is also open to international students
with several programs entirely taught in English.
Students who studied at undergraduate level at L’École de design spend their first
postgraduate semester abroad. Students can spend the two years of their postgraduate
studies immersed in another culture, either in our China Studio in Shanghai,
or in our India Studio in Delhi.
The school applies the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).
A research center for design and innovation
L’École de design has set up Design Labs gathering companies and academic partners
around social and economic issues. Research chairs have also been created to foster
research through design.
Finally, double degrees are proposed to students with prestigious French and foreign
schools in the field of management, engineering and design.
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
Founded in 1988 and managed by the Chamber of Commerce
Nantes – Saint Nazaire, L’École de design Nantes Atlantique is a non profit
organisation dedicated to higher education in Design.

Atlanpole La Chantrerie
Rue Christian Pauc - BP 30607
44306 Nantes cedex 3 - FRANCE
[t] + 33 (0)2 51 13 50 70
[f] + 33 (0)2 51 13 50 65
info@lecolededesign.com

en.lecolededesign.com

